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Abstract：In this study, we compared the five elements “Evidence of Learning and Development” of 
the NZ childcare guideline “Te Whãriki” with the “contents” of the five areas of childcare content 
in Japan.
In conclusion, points that are similar and points that are not similar to the childcare content were 
extracted. It was found that the points to be approximated were in line with the “quality of life” that 
children were looking for. It is presumed that the dissimilarity is due to the large difference between 
the countries of NZ and Japan. In Japan’s childcare and early childhood education in the future, it 
will be evidence that the world-class childcare practice of Japan is developing world-class childcare 
content. Furthermore, we think that it may be possible to further improve the quality of childcare 
by examining the content of childcare and the childcare method of the practice in collaboration with 
the field of childcare practice.
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５ 要 素 に 示 さ れ る，「Goals」「Learning outcomes」
「Evidence of Learning and Development」のうちの


























































































































































　まず，１点目はBelongingの「Evidence of Learning 
and Development」の内容に示される国際性と文化的

















似している点である。「A feeling of belonging−and 















　Belonging の「Evidence of  Learning and 
Development」 の う ち「Interest and pleasure in 













　加えて「Understanding of the kaupapa of the ECE 
setting and the need to be fair to all children.」は，






















「Social skills and the ability to take responsibility for 








考 え る。 例 と し て「Confidence that their family 
background is viewed positively in the ECE 
setting.」，「Awareness of the strategies they use to 
learn new skills and generate and refine working 
theories.」，「Strategies for resolving conflicts in 
peaceful ways and an awareness of cultural values 
and expectations.」，「A sense of responsibility and 


















































　「Use of a large vocabulary and complex syntax, 
awareness of sounds in words, rhythm and rhyme, 
recognition of some letters and print concepts and 
interest in storytelling in one or more languages and 
in reading and writing.」
　「Use of language to express feelings and attitudes, 
negotiate, create and retell stories, communicate 











































て「 テ・ フ ァ ー リ キ 」 のCommunicationは，「 テ・














表５． Te Whãriki（Communication） と ５ 領 域（ 言
葉）の内容比較表（筆者作成）
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と考えられる点である。「Control over their bodies, 
including locomotor and movement skills, agility and 
balance, and the ability, coordination and confidence 
to use their bodies to take risks and physical 
challenges.」「Curiosity and the ability to inquire 
into, research, explore, generate and modify working 
theories about the natural, social, physical, spiritual 
and human-made worlds.」「A sense of responsibility 






















































































































































　https ://www.mext .go . jp/b_menu/sh ing i/
chousa/shotou/070/gi j igaiyou/__icsFi les/
afieldfile/2010/06/11/1293215_3.pdf（情報取得2021
年２月18日）
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